BUSINESS GIFTS & AWARDS

From important career milestones to expressing appreciation for your most valued clients and employees, Tiffany business gifts and awards are a universal way to celebrate your best and brightest. Whether a whimsical design from the Everyday Objects collection or a timeless set of crystal glassware, a gift from Tiffany will be treasured for years to come.

Left to right: Round tray, round bowl, round box and Hamilton Cup trophy.
WORKLIFE BALANCE

Whimsical designs from the Home & Accessories collection are as functional as they are playful.
FULL TRANSPARENCY

Whether used at the office or at home, classic Tiffany crystal glass and lead crystal designs are a striking addition to any tabletop.
TAKE NOTE

These Color Block and Tiffany Seal designs are a gift worth keeping—any way you slice it.

Left to right:
- Tiffany Seal water glasses
- Color Block square platter
- Color Block teacup and saucer
- Color Block dessert and dinner plates
- Tiffany Seal carafe
RAISE THE BAR

Bold design meets classic barware in the Diamond Point collection, lending a modern edge to even happier hours.

Left to right: Diamond Point double old-fashioned glass, shot glass, highball glass, wine glass and round decanter.
OFFICE CHECKLIST

Both in and out of the office, Tiffany frames and pens are a business gift to be cherished.
SAY IT WITH TIFFANY

Engrave, emboss or etch a Tiffany gift to make it perfectly unique for an important employee or client.
DIAMOND POINT CONSOLE DECANTER
in lead crystal, SKU: 60562028.

DIAMOND POINT ROUND DECANTER
in crystal glass, SKU: 60562009.

DIAMOND POINT WINE GLASS
in crystal glass, SKU: 60561945.

DIAMOND POINT VOTIVE
in crystal glass, SKU: 60560382.
Also available in Tiffany Blue® and gray.

DIAMOND POINT SHOT GLASSES
in clear, Tiffany Blue® and gray crystal glass, sets of four.
SKU 60561753, 62024534, 61091335.

DIAMOND POINT CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
in crystal glass, set of two, SKU 60561966.

DIAMOND POINT HIGHBALL GLASS
AND DOUBLE OLD-FASHIONED GLASS
in crystal glass, SKU: 60560633, 60560889.
Also available in Tiffany Blue® and gray.

DIAMOND POINT MONEY CLIP
in sterling silver, SKU 60559333.

SLANT-CUT DISC AWARD
in optic crystal, 5.75” diameter, SKU 22150936.
Also available in 3.75” and 4.75” diameter.

DIAMOND POINT CONICAL DECANTER
in lead crystal, SKU: 60562024.

DIAMOND POINT VOTIVE
in crystal glass, SKU: 60560382.
Also available in Tiffany Blue® and gray.

DIAMOND POINT CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
in crystal glass, set of two, SKU 60561966.

SENIOR WALLET
in black smooth calfskin leather, SKU: 60562008.
Also available in saddle and charcoal.
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BUSINESS ACCOUNT SERVICES

To order or contact Customer Service, please call 800 770 0080

Weekdays 9am to 7:30pm, Saturday 9am to 5:30pm EST

To apply for a business account, visit TIFFANY.COM/BUSINESS.